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The working breakfast “Brand EU: What do Czechs think of the EU and how it differs from other V4
countries” was organised by the EUROPEUM Institute for European Policy and took place on 10th October
2019 in Hotel Leopold in Brussels. The discussion was led by Nikola Hořejš (Analyst, STEM) together with
Martin Buchtík (Director, STEM) and Vít Havelka (Researcher, EUROPEUM). The event attracted 11
actively discussing participants from various backgrounds.

•

During the working breakfast, the results of an extensive research bearing the same title as the event
were presented. The research was conducted by Behavio Labs and STEM in cooperation with EUROPEUM
Institute for European Policy. As the title suggests, the research was focused on the segmentation of the
Czech society according to its relationship with the EU and which aspects of European integration they
see as the most problematic. The conducted research unravelled a deeper understanding of the Czech
population in relation to the EU as it focused on the first subconscious reaction, which is independent
from rational reasoning.
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